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ABSTRACT
M-dwarf stars are the most numerous stars in the Universe; they span a wide range in mass and are in the focus of ongoing and planned
exoplanet surveys. To investigate and understand their physical nature, detailed spectral information and accurate stellar models are
needed. We use a new synthetic atmosphere model generation and compare model spectra to observations. To test the model accuracy,
we compared the models to four benchmark stars with atmospheric parameters for which independent information from interfero-
metric radius measurements is available. We used χ2-based methods to determine parameters from high-resolution spectroscopic
observations. Our synthetic spectra are based on the new PHOENIX grid that uses the ACES description for the equation of state.
This is a model generation expected to be especially suitable for the low-temperature atmospheres. We identified suitable spectral
tracers of atmospheric parameters and determined the uncertainties in Teff , log g, and [Fe/H] resulting from degeneracies between
parameters and from shortcomings of the model atmospheres. The inherent uncertainties we find are σTeff = 35 K, σlog g = 0.14, and
σ[Fe/H] = 0.11. The new model spectra achieve a reliable match to our observed data; our results for Teff and log g are consistent
with literature values to within 1σ. However, metallicities reported from earlier photometric and spectroscopic calibrations in some
cases disagree with our results by more than 3σ. A possible explanation are systematic errors in earlier metallicity determinations
that were based on insufficient descriptions of the cool atmospheres. At this point, however, we cannot definitely identify the reason
for this discrepancy, but our analysis indicates that there is a large uncertainty in the accuracy of M-dwarf parameter estimates.
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1. Introduction
Determining atmospheric parameters in M dwarfs is very differ-
ent from the situation in Sun-like stars. The complexity of cool
atmospheres is dramatically enhanced because the main opacity
sources are molecules and not atoms. The formation and abun-
dance of these molecules is a complex process, and molecular
absorption bands consist of thousands of individual lines that are
not at all or sometimes only poorly known. For example, Fischer
& Valenti (2005) determined effective temperature, surface grav-
ity, and metallicity in a sample of 1040 F-, G-, and K-type stars.
The precision they achieved in terms of 1σ uncertainties is 44 K
for Teff , 0.06 dex for log g, and 0.03 dex for abundances. Accu-
rate determinations of low-mass star atmospheric parameters, on
the other hand, still do not provide a clear picture, in particular
when metallicity is concerned.
Previous work trying to determine stellar properties for low-
mass stars generally dealt with each parameter separately. Rojas-
Ayala et al. (2012) investigated near-infrared K-band spectra of
133 M dwarfs. They determined effective temperatures by using
the H2O-K2 index that quantifies absorption due to H2O opac-
ity. For calibration they used BT-Settl models (Allard et al. 2011)
of solar metallicity. The uncertainties in temperature lie below
100 K. Another approach was used by Boyajian et al. (2012),
who calculated the effective temperature for nearby K and M
dwarfs through interferometrically determined radii and bolo-
? Based on observations carried out with UVES at ESO VLT.
metric fluxes from photometry. All uncertainties lie below 80 K.
The same approach was used by van Belle & von Braun (2009).
They calculated effective temperatures for a wide range of spec-
tral types, including two main-sequence M dwarfs. Gaidos &
Mann (2014) used PHOENIX model atmospheres ((Allard et al.
2001; Hauschildt et al. 1997)) to determine the effective temper-
ature from spectra observed in the visible wavelength range. For
spectra taken in near-infrared K band they used spectral curva-
ture indices. Different methods have been used to determine the
surface gravity. Ségransan et al. (2003) used interferometry to
determine the angular diameter of the stars: together with mass-
luminosity relations, the mass can be derived and the surface
gravity can be easily calculated. Other authors, for example,
Rice et al. (2015) and del Burgo et al. (2013), used model fits
to directly determine the surface gravity, which avoids assump-
tions about radius, mass, and age. Determining the metallicity in
M dwarfs is more difficult than determining temperature and sur-
face gravity. After several decades of research, different methods
and models can still give contradicting results, hence we decided
to discuss this topic in more detail below.
The measurement of metallicities in M dwarfs is different to
the determination in Sun-like stars because the dense forest of
spectral features complicates a line-by-line approach. Instead, a
full spectral synthesis of the considered spectral range is prefer-
able, which is generally much more complex than computing
individual lines. Early attempts to measure metallicities for M
dwarfs date back to Mould (1976), who performed a line-by-
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line analysis of atomic near-IR lines. Jones et al. (1996) used
PHOENIX model spectra (Allard et al. 2001; Hauschildt et al.
1999) to follow a similar approach, and Gizis (1997) matched
low-resolution optical spectra to the same models. One of the
first analyses of a high-resolution M dwarf spectrum was per-
formed by Valenti et al. (1998) and Zboril & Byrne (1998), try-
ing to fit high-resolution spectra to PHOENIX models. They
concluded that their M-dwarf metallicities were only indicative,
a conclusion that is probably valid for all previous references.
As an example for the problems inherent to M-dwarf metallicity
determinations, we can compare the values for one star found
with different analyses; for the mid-M object Gl 725B (M 3.5),
Valenti et al. (1998) reported [Fe/H] = −0.92, while Zboril &
Byrne (1998) found [Fe/H] = −0.15. The results for the probably
best-known mid-M dwarf, Barnard’s star (GJ 699, M4), which
we also investigated here, are spread in the literature between
[Fe/H] = −0.39± 0.17 from Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012) and −0.75
from Jones et al. (1996). Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012) analysed the
equivalent widths of NaI and CaI and calibrated their scale using
metallicities of 18 FGK+M binary systems.
An important indication that metallicity severely affects the
energy distribution in low-mass stars was provided by Delfosse
et al. (2000). The authors used direct mass determinations from
measurements in binary systems to derive an empirical mass-
luminosity relation. They found that while this relation shows
relatively little scatter in the K band, the scatter in the V is huge.
More specifically, the colour index V − K shows large scatter as
a function of mass, which can be explained by a scatter in metal-
licities, as was shown using predictions of V − K colours calcu-
lated from the PHOENIX models. Clearly, metallicity plays a
crucial role for the spectra at visual wavelengths, while it is not
as important at near-IR wavelengths.
A quantitative improvement to metallicity calculations in M
dwarfs was achieved when Ségransan et al. (2003) reported inter-
ferometric radius measurements of M dwarfs. Direct radius mea-
surements together with the luminosity of and the distance to a
star provide independent constraints to effective temperature by
removing one free parameter. Furthermore, the mass-luminosity
relation from Ségransan et al. (2003) can estimate the mass as
a function of the near-IR luminosity reasonably well, so that to-
gether with the radius, the surface gravity is known as well. In
systems with direct radius measurements, measurements of the
apparent luminosity, and accurate determinations of the distance,
metallicity remains the only free parameter in the description of
a stellar atmosphere. This concept was applied to two nearby
M dwarfs by Woolf & Wallerstein (2004) and Dawson & De
Robertis (2004) using NextGen model atmospheres (Hauschildt
et al. 1999). Woolf & Wallerstein (2005) measured metallici-
ties in 15 M dwarfs for which no direct radius measurements
were available. Bonfils et al. (2005) enriched this sample with
20 systems consisting of an F-, G-, or K-dwarf primary and an
M-dwarf secondary. These binaries are believed to have formed
together so that their metal abundance is expected to be identical,
which provides the only independent test of M-star metallicity.
A similar approach was chosen by Bean et al. (2006a,b), who
used five binaries to determine the metal content of the primary
and from this deduced the metal content of the M-dwarf secon-
daries. The model they developed was then used to determine
the metallicity of three planet-hosting M dwarfs. Bonfils et al.
(2005) also provided a colour-metallicity relation, from which
the metal abundance of M dwarfs can apparently be derived sim-
ply from their colours. This reduces the complex problem of
atmospheric physics in M dwarfs to a two-dimensional relation
between infrared and visual luminosities and has been used in
many following studies since, for example by Casagrande et al.
(2008) and for the calibration applied in Neves et al. (2013).
However, Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012) found that the results of Bon-
fils et al. (2005) show lower metallicity values for stars with so-
lar and super-solar metallicities. Gaidos & Mann (2014) used
empirical relations between metallicity and atomic line strength
in the H and K band calibrated with FGK+M binary systems
as described by Mann et al. (2013). Their results in metallicity
agree excellently well with those of Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012),
with mean differences of 0.03 dex. A recent work by Maldonado
et al. (2015) used pseudo-equivalent widths of optical spectra to
determine effective temperature and [Fe/H]. They showed that
the calibration of Casagrande et al. (2008) underestimates tem-
peratures because Casagrande et al. (2008) assumed M dwarfs to
be blackbodies, but M dwarfs have more flux in the infrared than
predicted for a blackbody. For metallicities, however, Maldon-
ado et al. (2015) reported good agreement of their results with
Neves et al. (2012) and Neves et al. (2014).
A surprising result that arose from the comparison be-
tween metallicities in Sun-like planet-hosting stars and M-dwarf
planet-hosting stars was made by Bean et al. (2006b), who
claimed that Sun-like planet hosts tend to have high metal abun-
dances, but this is not the case for M-dwarf planet hosts. This
result was disproved by several subsequent works (e.g. Gaidos
& Mann (2014); Johnson & Apps (2009); Rojas-Ayala et al.
(2012)), which showed that M-dwarf planet hosts also have so-
lar to super-solar metallicities. One way to explain the discrep-
ancy found by Bean et al. (2006b) is that metallicity determina-
tions for M dwarfs are systematically underestimating the metal
abundance, implying that the colour-metallicity relations are not
generally applicable either. This alternative was tested by John-
son & Apps (2009), who compared metallicity measurements
in Sun-like stars and M dwarfs in the overlapping region where
different calibration methods are valid. They showed that the
metallicities of the high-metal M dwarfs in their sample are un-
derestimated by as much as 0.32 dex in [Fe/H] on average. Neves
et al. (2012) reported that the method of Johnson & Apps (2009)
is a good predictor for high metallicities, but tends to overesti-
mate low-metallicity M dwarfs by about 0.14 dex. Rojas-Ayala
et al. (2012) came to the same conclusion. Schlaufman & Laugh-
lin (2010) inferred a photometric metallicity calibration and also
found that Johnson & Apps (2009) overestimated metallicities.
Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012) reported that Schlaufman & Laugh-
lin (2010) underestimated values for some solar and super-solar
metallicity stars, but for stars with sub-solar metallicity they ei-
ther under- or overestimate by up to 0.6 dex. A method similar
to the one we describe in this work was used by Rajpurohit et al.
(2013). They compared low- and medium-resolution spectra of
152 M dwarfs to BT-Settl models and applied a χ2-method to
determine effective temperatures. Rajpurohit et al. (2014) im-
proved this work by additionally determining log g and metal-
licity and interpolating between the model grid points for these
two parameters. This was done for high-resolution spectra of
21 M dwarfs. A comparison of available metallicity determi-
nations was carried out by Neves et al. (2012). In their recent
work, Mann et al. (2015) presented their temperature determi-
nation using optical spectra and BT-Settl models following the
approach of Mann et al. (2014). For metallicity they used equiv-
alent widths of atomic features in near-infrared spectra together
with the empirical relation from Mann et al. (2013) and Mann
et al. (2014). They found only slight differences to the metallic-
ities reported by Rojas-Ayala et al. (2012), Neves et al. (2013),
and Neves et al. (2014). In this paper we aim for a fresh at-
tempt to determine the atmospheric parameters of cool stars. We
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Table 1. Parameter space of the spectral grid.
Range Step size
Teff [K] 2300 – 5900 100
log(g) 0.0 – +6.0 0.5
[Fe/H] −4.0 – −2.0 1.0
−2.0 – +1.0 0.5
take advantage of the new PHOENIX model grid (Husser et al.
2013), which makes use of significantly advanced microphysics
relevant to M-dwarf atmospheres. In Sect. 2 we describe the new
model, and in Sect. 3 we introduce our method to derive atmo-
spheric properties from comparison between synthetic spectra
and observations. Observational data from benchmark stars are
described in Sect. 4, and an analysis of these stars is carried out
in Sect. 5, before we summarise our results in Sect. 6.
2. PHOENIX ACES model atmospheres
For the spectral fitting we used the latest PHOENIX grid ACES
(see Husser et al. 2013)1. It makes use of a new equation of
state, which accounts especially for the formation of molecules
at low temperatures. Hence it is ideally suited for the syntheti-
sation of cool stars spectra. The 1D models are computed in
plane-parallel geometry and consist of 64 layers. Convection is
treated in mixing-length geometry, and from the convective ve-
locity a microturbulent velocity is deduced via vmic = 0.5 · vconv
(see Wende et al. (2009)). Both are used to compute the high-
resolution spectra. An overview of the model grid parameters is
shown in Table 1. In all models the assumption of local thermal
equilibrium is used.
First comparisons of these models with observations show
that the quality of the computed spectra is greatly improved in
comparison to older versions. Especially the regions of the TiO
bands in the optical are now well fitted. These regions are some
of the key regions to determine effective temperatures (see be-
low). One problem in previous PHOENIX versions was that the
- and γ-TiO bands in observations could not be reproduced with
the same effective temperature (Reiners 2005). This problem is
now solved in the current version of the code (see below).
3. Parameter determination method
Since the parameters, Teff , log g, and metallicity in M-type stars
can be strongly degenerate, it is necessary to use spectral re-
gions that are sensitive to one or more stellar parameters simul-
taneously to break the degeneracies. To determine the best set
of parameters for a given star, a χ2-method is appropriate. The
details of the method used here are described in the following.
3.1. Spectral regions
We chose several spectral regions that exhibit different depen-
dencies on the three stellar parameters. We chose the molecular
TiO bands around 7050 Å and 8430 Å (γ- and - electronic tran-
sitions, respectively) since these oxide bands are very sensitive
to effective temperature, but almost insensitive to surface gravity
(Fig.1). For cooler stars, as shown here, a dependence on sur-
face gravity is introduced by the increasing micro-turbulent ve-
locities, which enhance the line width towards lower log g values
1 http://phoenix.astro.physik.uni-goettingen.de/
(see Wende et al. (2009) for FeH as an example). More sensitive
to surface gravity are alkali lines (Fig.1), which show large alter-
ations of their line wings that are due to pressure broadening (in
case of the K lines it is more pronounced towards cooler temper-
atures). We chose the K- and Na-line pairs at around 7680 Å and
8190 Å, respectively. To determine the metallicity, we can use
all these regions as well because the -TiO band and the alkali
lines are strongly dependent on this quantity (see Fig. 2). Ra-
jpurohit et al. (2014) also used the K- and Na-line pairs because
of their sensitivity to gravity and metallicity, as well as several
TiO-bands for temperature determination. They also illustrated
the dependency on the different stellar parameters. The chosen
spectral regions are also affected by lines of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Especially the K- and Na-line pairs are contaminated by
O2 and H2O bands, respectively. We used masks to exclude the
atmospheric lines from the fit. The contamination of the TiO
bands around 7050 Å and 8430 Å is very weak and can be ne-
glected. The degree of sensitivity on a certain parameter for a
particular line (band) also varies. In Fig. 3 we show how the
width of a χ2-level in a χ2-map changes with varying effective
temperature (i.e. the Teff of the synthetic spectrum from which
the χ2-map is produced is varied) for a fixed surface gravity of
log g = 5.0 cgs and metallicity of z = 0.0 cgs. The change is also
measured in terms of discretion elements in the χ2-maps, since
this determines the given resolution (left axis). All investigated
regions become less gravity sensitive towards higher Teff , which
is probably due to the increasing thermal broadening, which be-
comes stronger than the pressure broadening (see also Sect.3.3).
At this point we have to keep in mind that the sensitivity curves
only represent the behaviour for the chosen parameter values.
They look different for other metallicities or surface gravities,
which are not shown in detail here. Nevertheless, it becomes
clear that the combined χ2-map of all regions is the best choice
for most temperatures and provides the highest sensitivity. Even
though the sensitivity of the K lines is better for most tempera-
tures than the combined one, we would not suggest to use only
these lines because the results would then only depend on two
lines. Experience in fitting real observations showed that the
results deduced from the K lines alone can differ from the com-
bined solution where the latter matches the actual parameters to
a higher accuracy.
3.2. χ2-method
To determine the stellar parameters, we basically used a χ2 re-
duction. We started with the χ2 determination using a low-
resolution grid of atmospheres in a wide range around the ex-
pected parameters of the object of interest. In this step, the mod-
els were first convolved to match the observed spectral resolu-
tion. Then we normalised the average flux of the models and
the observed spectra to unity. After this, the models were inter-
polated to the wavelength grid of the observed spectra. Finally,
every model of the grid was compared to the observed spectrum
at each wavelength point, and the χ2 was calculated to determine
a rough global minimum. To obtain more pronounced minima
in the χ2-map, a dynamical mask was applied to every model
spectrum. Figures 1 and 2 show the χ2-maps after this first step
for the different wavelength ranges we used. In the next step
we used the IDL curvefit-function to determine accurate stellar
parameters around a narrow range of the minimum using linear
interpolation inside the model grid. To do this, we used the three
smallest local minima from the combined χ2-map as start values
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Fig. 1. χ2-maps of the used oxygen bands and alkali lines for the
M dwarf GJ551 with log g = 5.02, Teff = 2927 K, Fe/H = −0.07,
and S/N ∼ 100. We show the fit quality in the Teff - log g plane after
calculating a rough global minimum on the low-resolution grid.
Fig. 2. χ2-maps of the used oxygen bands and alkali lines for the M
dwarf GJ551 with log g = 5.02, Teff = 2927 K, Fe/H = −0.07, and
S/N ∼ 100. We show the fit quality in the Teff - [Fe/H] plane after
calculating a rough global minimum on the low-resolution grid.
for the fitting algorithm to search for a global minimum that may
be located between the grid points of the χ2-map.
3.2.1. Dynamical mask and re-normalisation
As already mentioned, not all parts of the spectrum show the
same dependence on the stellar parameter. In certain parame-
ter regions, certain lines react stronger or weaker to variations.
To weight the very sensitive lines more in the χ2-determination,
we applied a dynamical mask that depends on the model spec-
trum currently applied to the observed spectrum. In a first step,
we produced a synthetic mean spectrum, constructed from all
model spectra within the parameter range used for χ2 calcula-
tion. Then the difference between the mean spectrum and the
Fig. 3. Changes in sensitivity on certain parameters for different lines
with increasing temperature. The ciel-function is used because only
discrete numbers can be resolved.
model spectrum, which should be applied to the observations,
was determined by dividing the model by the mean spectrum.
Those regions showing a wide difference (i.e. ratios very differ-
ent from 1) indicate wavelength regions that are very sensitive to
the actual parameter configuration. These regions were masked
and used as weighting in the χ2 calculation. Applying such a
mask has no basic influence on finding the best fit, but results in
more pronounced minima in the χ2-maps. To account for slight
differences of the continuum level and possible linear trends be-
tween the already normalised observed and computed spectra,
we applied a re-normalisation. We used
Fobsre−norm = F
obs · continuum fitmodel
continuum fitobservation
, (1)
where the continuum fits are linear. This has no significant in-
fluence on the positions of the minima, but improves the overall
accuracy.
3.2.2. Fit algorithm
The IDL curvefit-function turned out to be the most stable, accu-
rate, and fastest algorithm to determine the set of parameters. We
also tested the IDL powell- and amoeba-algorithms. Since the
curvefit-function requires continuous parameters, we performed
a three-dimensional linear interpolation in the computed spectra
on the grid shown in Table 1. The interpolation was made for
each wavelength point in the required wavelength range.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the new PHOENIX models (grey) to four stars with known temperature and surface gravity (colour; from top to bottom:
GJ411, GJ551, GJ667C, and GJ699). The new models provide a substantial improvement over the old model generation (see Reiners 2005). In
particular, the two TiO bands yield consistent results, although there might still be some problems fitting the K- and Na-lines (e.g. see spectrum of
GJ551 and GJ699). The data were not corrected for absorption lines from Earth’s atmosphere, therefore many sharp lines seen in the observations
are not captured by the models. These lines were not included in the fit.
3.3. Precision of the method
To test the precision of our method, we produced a set of
1400 spectra with uniformly distributed random parameters
(Teff , log g, [Fe/H], and v sin i) and different resolutions of R =
100 000, 44 000, and 10 000. We added Poisson noise to simu-
late a S/N of ∼ 100. The starting values differ from the actual
parameters in a range of ±50 K for Teff , ±0.25 dex for log g and
[Fe/H], and ±1 kms−1 for rotational broadening. We also used a
continuum normalisation different to the one used in the fitting
routine to simulate normalisation effects. We used the method
described above to determine the parameters and show the devi-
ations from input to output parameters in the set of histograms
in Fig. 4 for R = 100 000.
The deviation from a mean residual value of zero probably
stems from the fitting algorithm, since we observe a change in
sign between the curvefit-function and the amoeba-algorithm.
The two algorithms use different convergence criteria, which we
believe results in the offset. In the presented case all values
except for the resolving power (or v sin i) are positive, which
means that the determined parameters are slightly higher than
the actual ones.
We find standard deviations from the mean value of 35 K for
Teff , 0.14 dex for log g, 0.11 dex for [Fe/H], and 0.5 kms−1 for
v sin i. No Gaussian FWHM was used since the residual distri-
butions are not symmetric. The reason for the asymmetry in the
log g and [Fe/H] plot is probably due to the logarithmic charac-
ter of the quantity. For low effective temperatures the derived
temperatures are systematically lower. This changes towards
high temperatures into the opposite. This is likely related to the
temperature-sensitive TiO bands, which are hardly present for
high temperatures and start to saturate towards the cooler end.
However, the average deviations at both ends are about 50 K and
agree with the final precision.
In the plot for the rotational velocities, the largest scatter is
found for values below 3 km. This is explained by the instrumen-
tal resolution that we set to R = 100 000, which equals a broad-
ening of ∼ 3 km. Hence lower velocities cannot be expected to
be resolved.
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Fig. 4. Comparison and deviations between output and input param-
eters. Left columns: Input (not starting) parameters against determined
parameters. The diagonal line represents a one-to-one correspondence.
Right columns: Histograms of the deviations between output and input
parameters.
For lower resolutions the standard deviations will increase
because the spectra contain less information and close lines be-
gin to overlap. For resolutions around R = 44 000 (like our ob-
served spectra from GJ441 and GJ551, see next section) the de-
viations are 40 K for Teff , 0.18 dex for log g, 0.14 dex for [Fe/H],
and 1 kms−1 for v sin i. For R = 10 000 the deviations are 124 K
for Teff , 0.46 dex for log g, 0.36 dex for [Fe/H], and 7.5 kms−1 for
v sin i. However, because of the resolution we do not expect to
resolve rotational velocities lower than ∼ 7 kms−1 for R = 44 000
and ∼ 30 kms−1 for R = 10 000.
4. Observational data
4.1. Observed data
The observational data used to determine the spectral parame-
ters are UVES spectra. The spectrum of GJ411 was taken un-
der the program ID 74.B-0639 with a resolution of R ∼ 46 000.
GJ551 was observed under the program ID 73.C-0138 with a
resolving power of R ∼ 42 300. The spectra of GJ667C and
GJ699 were taken under the program ID 87.D-0069. The high-
resolution mode with a slit width of 0.3” was used, leading to
a resolving power of R ∼ 100 000. The observations cover
a wavelength range from 640 nm to 1020 nm on the two red
chips. For GJ411 and GJ551 the ESO PHASE3 data products
were used. The data for GJ667C and GJ699 were reduced us-
ing the ESOREX pipeline for UVES. The wavelength solution
is based on the Th-Ar calibration frames. All orders were cor-
rected for the blaze function and also normalised to unity contin-
uum level. Then all orders were merged. For overlapping orders
(at shorter wavelengths) the red sides were used because their
quality is better. Some of our spectra contain orders merged into
a one-dimensional spectrum; this merging of orders can poten-
tially lead to artefacts caused by incorrect order merging, such
as line deformation or alteration of line depths, which is partic-
ularly problematic if spectral features used to determine the pa-
rameter are influenced. Our experience is that the ESO pipelines
perform order merging very carefully with little systematic in-
fluence. Moreover, we used a number of different features in our
fitting procedure that are unlikely to systematically fall into re-
gions close to order edges. We therefore believe that potential
defects from individual lines and order merging are negligible.
In a last step we removed bad pixels and cosmics.
4.2. Objects
We wish to test the results determined from our PHOENIX mod-
els in stars with well-studied parameters. We used four objects
for these benchmark tests. The first three are stars for which in-
terferometric radius determinations (Ségransan et al. 2003) allow
an independent estimate of their surface gravity and temperature
together with information on luminosity and distance (Table 3).
Our fourth benchmark object, GJ 667C, was used for a compar-
ison of metallicity that is known for its binary companions. This
fourth object mainly serves as an additional consistency check, a
more systematic investigation considering a larger sample of bi-
nary components will be carried out in a subsequent paper when
a larger sample of M-dwarf spectra is analysed. All four bench-
mark stars are very slow rotators with no indication for rotational
line broadening. The first three objects also have measured rota-
tion periods consistent with very slow rotation and low activity
(see Reiners et al. 2012).
– GJ411 (M2): This is the hottest star we investigated. With
its slow rotation and no signs of high magnetic activity, it
is an ideal target for testing the new model atmospheres
at the warm end of M-dwarf temperatures. Radius mea-
surements and a determination of log g are taken from Sé-
gransan et al. (2003). Temperature estimates derived from
interferometric radius and luminosity are Teff = 3593±60 K
(van Belle & von Braun 2009) and Teff = 3460±37 K
(Boyajian et al. 2012). Results from spectroscopy yielded
temperature estimates of Teff = 3526±18 K (Rojas-Ayala
et al. 2012), Teff = 3697±110 K (Gaidos & Mann 2014)
and Teff = 3563±60 K (Mann et al. 2015). The metal-
licity of this star was reported as [Fe/H] = −0.4 (Woolf
& Wallerstein 2005), [Fe/H] = −0.41±0.17 (Rojas-Ayala
et al. 2012), [Fe/H] = −0.35±0.08 (Neves et al. 2013),
[Fe/H] = −0.3±0.08 (Gaidos & Mann 2014), and most re-
cently [Fe/H] = −0.38±0.08 by Mann et al. (2015).
– GJ699 (Barnard’s star, M4): Barnard’s star is of the
most frequently observed and well-studied stars. It is clas-
sified as an M4 dwarf and shows no indications for en-
hanced magnetic activity in the spectra. Radii measure-
ments are reported in Ségransan et al. (2003) together
with log g. Boyajian et al. (2012) derived a temperature
of Teff = 3230±10 K from radius and luminosity data.
Spectroscopic temperatures reported are Teff = 3266±29 K
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Table 2. Metallicities measured for GJ 667AB
Reference [Fe/H]
Perrin et al. (1988) −0.59
Marsakov & Shevelev (1988) −0.52
Thevenin (1998) −0.55
Santos et al. (2005) −0.43
Taylor (2005) −0.66
(Rojas-Ayala et al. 2012), Teff = 3338±110 K (Neves et al.
2014), Teff = 3247±61 K (Gaidos & Mann 2014), and
Teff = 3228±60 K (Mann et al. 2015). Metallicities re-
ported for this star are spread between [Fe/H] =−0.39
and −0.75, recent examples are [Fe/H] = −0.39±0.17
(Rojas-Ayala et al. 2012), [Fe/H] = −0.52±0.08 (Neves
et al. 2013), [Fe/H] = −0.51±0.09 (Neves et al. 2014),
[Fe/H] = −0.32±0.08 (Gaidos & Mann 2014), and
[Fe/H] = −0.40±0.08 (Mann et al. 2015).
– GJ551 (M6): This M6 star is the coolest object in our sam-
ple. Like the other stars, no indications of enhanced ac-
tivity were found and the spectra are consistent with slow
rotation. Teff and log g from Ségransan et al. (2003) are
shown in Table 3. Neves et al. (2013) derived a tempera-
ture of Teff = 2659 K, which is significantly lower than the
value from interferometry. Reports of metallicity include
[Fe/H] = 0.19 (Edvardsson et al. 1993), [Fe/H] = 0.0±0.08
(Neves et al. 2013), [Fe/H] = 0.16±0.20 (Neves et al. 2014),
and [Fe/H] = −0.03±0.09 (Maldonado et al. 2015).
– GJ667C (M1.5): This M1.5V dwarf also is a slow rota-
tor without signs of strong magnetic activity; it shows no
Hα emission, for example. The star hosts several low-
mass planets. Atmospheric parameters were reported in
Anglada-Escudé et al. (2013). The star has no interfer-
ometric radius constraints, hence we lack independent in-
formation on temperature and gravity. Because it is part
of a multiple star system, we have constraints on metallic-
ity assuming that the three components of the triple share
similar metallicities. For the K3V component of the sys-
tem, we found five independent metallicity determinations
that we collect in Table 2. The mean and median val-
ues of the sample are [Fe/H] = −0.55 with a standard de-
viation of σ[Fe/H] = 0.08. For the temperature, liter-
ature data are Teff = 3350±50 K (Anglada-Escudé et al.
2013), Teff = 3351 (Neves et al. 2013), Teff = 3445±110 K
(Neves et al. 2014), and Teff = 3472±61 K (Gaidos &
Mann 2014). Spectroscopic determination of metallicity for
the C component are [Fe/H] = −0.55±0.1 (Anglada-Escudé
et al. 2013), [Fe/H] = −0.53±0.08 (Neves et al. 2013),
[Fe/H] = −0.50±0.09 (Neves et al. 2014). Gaidos & Mann
(2014) reported a value of [Fe/H] = −0.3±0.08 from an em-
pirical relation between metallicity and atomic line strength,
described in Mann et al. (2013).
5. Results
Figure 5 shows the spectra of all four stars together with
the best-fit models. The atmospheric parameters derived from
the comparison between our observational data and the new
PHOENIX models are summarised in Table 3. We visualise our
results in comparison to literature data for effective temperature
in the top panel of Fig. 6, log g in the middle panel, and metal-
licity in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.
5.1. Effective temperature and surface gravity
Our results for temperature and surface gravity are consistent
with most of the literature data within 1σ uncertainties (see top
panel in Fig. 6). For GJ 551, the temperature from Neves et al.
(2013) is significantly cooler than our result and the one from
Ségransan et al. (2003). This discrepancy may be caused by the
TiO bands starting to saturate at cooler temperatures, as men-
tioned in Sect. 3.3. This consistency is crucial for our test of
the accuracy of the new PHOENIX ACES model generation. It
shows that with the new model set we are able to obtain phys-
ically meaningful parameters of very cool stars. Furthermore,
the fact that the synthetic spectra match the TiO bands as well
as atomic lines with one consistent parameter set (see Fig. 5) in-
dicates that the microphysics used for the new PHOENIX at-
mosphere grid has improved significantly with respect to older
model generations (Reiners 2005). For GJ 411 and GJ 699 our
results perfectly agree with those of Mann et al. (2015) within
10 K.
5.2. Metallicity
For the three benchmark stars used above, GJ 411, GJ 699, and
GJ 551, direct radius measurements provide independent infor-
mation on temperature and surface gravity. The third crucial
atmospheric parameter, metallicity, is not independently con-
strained, but can only be determined from spectroscopic anal-
ysis. Literature values given in Table 3 are also based on spec-
troscopic models, which are often calibrated using components
of binary stars, as discussed in the introduction. For the three
stars GJ 411, GJ 699, and GJ 551, our metallicities are not fully
consistent with the literature values of Neves et al. (2013); on
average, our results are ∆[Fe/H] = 0.22 dex higher. As an in-
dependent test of our metallicity results, we consider the M1.5
dwarf GJ 667C, which is part of a triple system and often used to
anchor M-dwarf metallicity scales. For the brighter components,
[Fe/H] is very accurately determined with a mean literature value
of [Fe/H] = -0.55 (Sect. 4.2). This low-metallicity star should be
a good indicator for whether our models can determine metallic-
ities in M dwarfs with sub-solar metal abundances. Our result
is [Fe/H] = −0.56±0.11, which agrees very well with the metal
abundance of components A and B and also with the result from
Anglada-Escudé et al. (2013) (who used the same method). The
value reported by Neves et al. (2014) is [Fe/H] = −0.5±0.09,
which is also consistent with the system’s higher mass compo-
nents.
We conclude from this first test that the new PHOENIX
ACES models provide reliable results in log g and Teff . For
metallicity, the situation is more difficult. Our models indi-
cate higher metallicities than other methods in the three stars
for which temperature and gravity are constrained from knowl-
edge about the stellar radii. In the fourth object, which has infor-
mation on metal abundance from its higher mass companions,
our methods provide results that are consistent with other meth-
ods. Further investigation including comparison of metallicities
in other binary systems will be carried out in a subsequent paper
when a larger M-dwarf sample will be investigated.
6. Summary and discussion
We have determined atmospheric parameters from high-
resolution optical spectroscopy in a few benchmark M dwarfs
with the new PHOENIX ACES models. The models include an
improved description of physical processes in low-temperature
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Table 3. Parameters for benchmark stars with interferometric radii. Columns 3–5: literature values; Cols. 6–9: parameters determined from our
model fit.
Object Sp Teff [K]b log gb [Fe/H]a T
f it
eff log g
f it [Fe/H] f it
GJ411 M2.0 3570 ± 42 4.85 ± 0.03 −0.35 ± 0.08 3565 ± 40 4.84 ± 0.18 +0.00 ± 0.14
GJ699 M4.0 3163 ± 65 5.05 ± 0.09 −0.52 ± 0.08 3218 ± 35 5.25 ± 0.14 −0.13 ± 0.11
GJ551 M5.5 3042 ± 117 5.20 ± 0.23 +0.00 ± 0.08 2927 ± 40 5.02 ± 0.18 −0.07 ± 0.14
aNeves et al. (2013)
bSégransan et al. (2003)
atmospheres and are expected to provide a better fit to spectro-
scopic observations and accurate atmospheric parameters. We
identified useful spectroscopic indicators with which the three
parameters can be constrained within small statistical uncertain-
ties. Uncertainties due to degeneracies between spectra with dif-
ferent parameters are σTeff = 35 K, σlog g = 0.14, and σ[Fe/H] =
0.11.
The main purpose of the paper was a comparison of the
model spectra to stars with independent information on atmo-
spheric parameters. Temperature, surface gravity, and metallic-
ity were determined for four stars. For three of the four, we com-
pared our model results to temperature and gravity known from
interferometric radius measurements, luminosity, and parallax.
In all six parameters, the agreement is excellent (within 1σ).
Metallicity measurements are also available for the three stars,
but they are inconsistent with our results. On average, our model
fits are 0.31 dex higher than literature values, which is similar to
the offset found by Johnson & Apps (2009). A comparison with
results in the NIR (Rojas-Ayala et al. 2012) showed an average
deviation of 0.33 dex for GJ411 and GJ699. The same differ-
ence was found when comparing our results for these two stars
to Mann et al. (2015). At this point, we cannot clearly identify
the reason for this discrepancy. One possible explanation is that
our improved models provide a better description of the cool at-
mospheres and therefore more accurate metallicities than other
methods. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that our
metallicities systematically overestimate the metal abundances.
Rajpurohit et al. (2014) determined stellar parameters of M
dwarfs using BT-Settl models. They reported good fitting of the
TiO-bands, but rather poor fitting of the K- and Na-line pairs
for later-M dwarfs, with the observed lines being broader and
shallower than the models. We observe a similar behavior (see
spectra for GJ 551 and GJ 699 in Fig. 5), although in our case the
models show broader lines. However, this might be an indication
that current models still have problems to reproduce lines in the
lower temperature and maybe lower metallicity range.
Pavlenko et al. (2015) investigated the binary system G 224-
58 AB, consisting of a cool M extreme subdwarf and a brighter K
companion. They determined abundances of different elements
for the bright component using synthetic spectra calculated with
the WITA6 program (Pavlenko 1997) and checking the agree-
ment to the spectrum with models with different parameters.
Abundances for the cooler M companion were determined in-
dependently by using NextGen and BT-Settl models (Hauschildt
et al. 1999). No comparison with literature values was made,
therefore the validity of the abundances cannot be verified. How-
ever, they proved the binarity of the system by showing that
both components have the same metallicities derived by different
methods. This shows that even previous-generation models were
capable of reproducing metallicities using specific lines, which
indicates that the new-generation models might work even better
using whole molecular bands.
To address our offset in metallicity, we investigated a fourth
star that is a member of a multiple system with known metal-
licities. In this case, our result agrees with the literature values
reported for the more massive components, in which determina-
tions of metallicity are better established. While this compari-
son supports the interpretation that the new models accurately
describe cool atmospheres, it does not solve the puzzle of why
our metallicities disagree with other M-dwarf metallicity scales
because in this particular star other determinations (are designed
to) agree as well.
High-resolution spectra of low-mass stars can potentially be
used to determine atmospheric parameters and even individual
element abundances to high accuracy. We have shown that the
new PHOENIX grid provides a good set of models to start such
a comparison. We plan to use our method to derive atmospheric
parameters from many M-dwarf spectra, and this analysis should
also include a comparison to other metallicity scales. If the
real metallicities of M dwarfs are indeed several tenths of a dex
higher than currently assumed, this would have serious ramifi-
cations for our understanding of planet formation and the local
stellar population. Therefore, a consistent understanding of all
spectral features in cool atmospheres is mandatory.
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